
Envelope 4731 

Chapter 4731-opportunity? 

As the saying goes, a Dragon has a reverse scale, and whoever touches it must be killed! 

The heaven and earth Holy membrane and the core of the Holy Meridian were clearly the forbidden 

scales of the Saint-burying Supreme sacred ancestor! 

Not only had Chen Xiaobei touched the forbidden scales of the Supreme holy ancestor, but he had also 

pulled them out and taken them away! 

One could only imagine how furious the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor was! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, a terrifying killing intent seemed to have materialized as it swirled in the air. There was 

actually the sound of Rolling Thunder! It was clear that the Supreme divine ancestor was determined to 

kill Chen Xiaobei today! 

The Saint-burying Supreme divine ancestor’s Saint elemental energy had sealed every corner, not giving 

Chen Xiaobei any chance to escape! 

“Shit …” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows when he saw this. 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei only had one 10000 divine souls that he could use to defend against the 

Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor! 

However, Saint burial and demonized great saint had formed an alliance! 

After Chen Xiaobei had used 10000 Saint souls to defeat the Saint-burying ultimate divine ancestor, he 

could not launch a second attack! 

If the demonized great divine Supreme divine ancestor suddenly appeared, Chen Xiaobei would no 

longer have any trump card to fight against him! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei would not blast Wang out unless he had no other choice! 

Otherwise, he would be the Mantis stalking the cicada, unaware of the Oriole behind, and the 

demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor would have the last laugh! 

In this situation, if Chen Xiaobei did not use the king Bomb, he would be in a dead end! 

“Little bastard! Aren’t you going to kneel down and beg for mercy?” 

The Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect flew over. 

He looked down at Chen Xiaobei as if he was looking at a tiny ant. 

It was obvious that they were in a situation where they had caught the turtle in the jar! 



In the eyes of the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor, there was no way Chen Xiaobei could have 

escaped! 

That was why the Saint-burying Supreme divine ancestor was not in a hurry to attack. Instead, he slowly 

flew over and wanted to ask Chen Xiaobei some questions! 

Or perhaps, he was going to humiliate Chen Xiaobei first, and then let Chen Xiaobei die! 

“……” 

In this situation, Chen Xiaobei did not waste any time. He focused his mind and quickly thought of a way 

to break out of this situation. 

“It’s fine if you don’t want to kneel and beg for mercy! After all, even if you kneel down and beg for 

mercy, I won’t let you Live!” 

“However, if you want to die a quick and easy death, you’d better answer my next question!” The 

Supreme Saint ancestor said indifferently. Otherwise, I’ll make sure you’ll suffer a fate worse than 

death!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer and continued to think calmly. 

When the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor saw that Chen Xiaobei did not say anything, he thought 

that Chen Xiaobei was frightened. His eyes became even more disdainful! 

“How did you come from the birthplace of the Saint pan clan?” he asked indifferently. What kind of 

opportunity is hidden inside?” 

“Lucky chance?” 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to talk to the Supreme holy ancestor, but he suddenly thought of an opening. 

Chen Xiaobei then said, ” “If I tell you what kind of opportunity I obtained, will you let me go?” 

Chen Xiaobei knew very well that the Supreme divine ancestor would not let him go no matter what. 

The reason why he asked the question was to increase the credibility of his words. He was preparing to 

Bluff. 

“Sure!” 

 yes, ” the Supreme divine ancestor agreed without hesitation.  “As long as you tell me the truth, I can 

spare your lowly life!” 

Although the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor had agreed so readily, those who knew him well 

knew that he could change his attitude faster than flipping a page of a book. His promises were like 

farts, and he could go back on his word at any time. 

Of course, this was all within Chen Xiaobei’s expectations. 

It was all about mutual deception, and no one would absolutely believe the other! 

“Whoosh …” 



Then, Chen Xiaobei conjured a small ball of black and grey light! 

This tiny light shadow was clearly flickering and chaotic, exuding an extremely profound, mysterious, 

and Grand aura! 

 what … What is this?!  

The Supreme Saint ancestor’s eyes went wide with shock and confusion. 

They were shocked because this small ball of light exuded the aura of a Supreme sacred ancestor. It was 

clearly a Supreme sacred artifact! 

In fact, this aura was even more powerful than the aura of the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor! 

However, he was confused because he had never seen or heard of this light shadow before! 

Of course, there was an even more important reason. The Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial 

sect felt a familiar yet strange aura from the little light shadow. For some reason, his mind was shaken 

uncontrollably, and he even felt an instinctive fear! 

“That’s the chaos DAOs!” 

“I met a nine-headed Saint turtle in the birthplace of the Saint pan race!” The ten thousand DAOs of 

primordial chaos are its Supreme sacred objects!” 

That’s right! 

This little light shadow was indeed the Supreme Holy object that Chen Xiaobei had just obtained from 

the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

It’s the real deal, there’s absolutely no flaw! 

“What?” 

As expected, the Supreme holy ancestor immediately screamed, ”  you … You actually met the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor!?  

At this moment, the Supreme Saint ancestor finally understood why he was trembling and instinctively 

feeling fear! 

That was because in the heart of the Saint burial’s Supreme sacred ancestor, the nine hearts turtle 

ancestor was like a sacred totem, a devout faith, and even a master that absolutely couldn’t be 

offended! 

After all, it was because of the nine hearts turtle ancestor that the Saint burial ancestor had become a 

Supreme Saint ancestor from the lowest slave! 

This matter had been branded into the soul and bones of the Saint burial’s Supreme sacred ancestor! He 

would never forget it! 

Of course, these were all just the thoughts of the Saint burial’s Supreme sacred ancestor! 

Chen Xiaobei had already noticed the truth. 



If he wasn’t mistaken, the nine-hearts turtle ancestor had already left a huge psychological shadow in 

Saint burial’s heart. In fact, he had already taken control of Saint burial’s heart! 

However, the nine-hearts turtle ancestor had never interfered with the actions of the Saint-burying 

Supreme sacred ancestor, which was why the Supreme sacred ancestor believed that he was free! 

Once the nine-hearts turtle ancestor came out, no matter what order he gave, the Saint burial’s 

Supreme sacred ancestor would definitely carry it out unconditionally! 

In fact, even if the nine-hearts turtle ancestor wanted to take the Saint-burying Supreme Saint 

ancestor’s life, the Saint-burying Supreme Saint ancestor wouldn’t even frown! 

This was 100% loyalty! 100% control! 

Chapter 4732 Dog bites dog! 

It was because Chen Xiaobei knew about the state of mind of the Saint-burying Supreme divine 

ancestor. 

So, Chen Xiaobei used the word ‘opportunity’ to make a big deal out of it. He brought up the nine-hearts 

turtle ancestor and stunned the Supreme holy ancestor! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was just bluffing, it was highly credible. 

This was because Saint ancestor zang Sheng had met nine hearts turtle ancestor at the birthplace of the 

sky burial origin sacred clan! 

Chen Xiaobei was a reincarnator of Pangu, so it was only natural for him to meet the nine hearts turtle 

ancestor at the birthplace of the Saint pan clan! 

That was why the Supreme divine ancestor had no doubts about Chen Xiaobei’s words. 

“You … Quickly tell me the details, what’s the situation! What did master nine hearts turtle ancestor tell 

you? Why did it give you the opportunity?” 

The Supreme sacred ancestor of the Saint burial sect was so nervous that even his eyes and voice were 

trembling. 

“He didn’t say anything.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  it was just a coincidence. The nine hearts turtle ancestor saw that I 

was a talent, so he decided to give me some advice and give me an opportunity to develop freely!  

Chen Xiaobei was not spouting nonsense. He was making up a story based on the Supreme holy 

ancestor’s personal experience! 

Back then, the nine-hearts turtle ancestor had given the Saint burial’s Supreme holy ancestor an 

opportunity without saying anything. He hadn’t given any subsequent instructions or orders. He had 

relied on the Supreme holy ancestor’s free will to develop to this day. 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was making up this story according to this routine, once again increasing the 

credibility of his lies! 



“It seems to be true …” 

The Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect looked excited and even said with some envy,  kid, 

you’re really too lucky. You’ve been chosen by Lord nine hearts turtle ancestor. Your future will 

definitely be limitless!  

The anger, killing intent, and pressure from the Supreme sacred ancestor of the Saint burial sect were all 

greatly alleviated. 

Clearly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was a totem to the Saint burial’s Supreme sacred ancestor. He 

was a symbol of faith, a guide, and even a master! 

So, since the nine hearts turtle ancestor had chosen Chen Xiaobei, the Saint burial’s Supreme divine 

ancestor would not take Chen Xiaobei’s life! 

He composed himself and said in a deep voice, ” “Return the things you stole and the grudges between 

us will be written off! In the future, if you meet Lord nine hearts turtle ancestor again, you must 

remember to send my regards!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan had succeeded. 

However, the problem was that Chen Xiaobei could not hand over the heavenly Holy Shroud and the 

Holy Meridian core. Even if he wanted to, he could not take them out! 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei was known as the number one profiteer in the Three Realms! How could he spit 

out something that he had already eaten? 

It was still impossible to return it! It was impossible to return it in this lifetime! 

“Whoosh …” 

However, the thing that Chen Xiaobei was most worried about happened. 

A figure entered the domain through the crack in space that had not been sealed. 

This figure was in human form, but his entire body was covered in a dark golden flame. He was like a 

man on Fire, and his face and expression could not be seen. 

The aura and pressure he exuded wasn’t any weaker than the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor. In 

fact, he was even stronger! 

There was no mistake! 

The golden-black fire man was the other danger that Chen Xiaobei was most worried about-the 

demonized Supreme divine ancestor! 

It turned out that Chen Xiaobei’s caution was necessary! 

If Chen Xiaobei had not chosen to fool them and had used the king Bomb instead, he would have been 

dead meat! 



After all, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor was already known as the most powerful 

Supreme divine ancestor before he turned into a demon. His strength would probably be even stronger 

after he turned into a demon! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei did not know anything about the demonized Supreme divine ancestor. 

There was no other way to affect him! 

In terms of powerlessness, Chen Xiaobei, who had lost his bomb, was as weak as an ant in front of the 

demonized Supreme divine ancestor! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had kept Wang Zha alive, and had successfully tricked the Saint-burying’s 

Supreme holy ancestor! 

Although he still hadn’t broken out of the situation, at least he wouldn’t be in a certain death situation! 

 why are you here?!  𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝒎 

Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor waited for demonized great saint’s Supreme Saint ancestor with 

caution. 

Obviously, the Alliance between these two guys was entirely based on interests. There was no friendship 

at all. Therefore, there was no complete trust between them. 

Therefore, Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor was very concerned about demonized great saint 

entering his Supreme domain! 

Of course, he only minded. After all, the biggest secret in the Supreme domain of Saint burial had been 

taken away by Chen Xiaobei. There was nothing that the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor 

could not see! 

If not for this, Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor might have gone crazy on the spot and driven out 

the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor! 

“I see you’re in such a hurry! He guessed that something big had happened! Naturally, I have to come 

and take a look!” 

Demonized great saint’s Supreme divine ancestor said indifferently, as if it was only natural. 

After all, the number one target of their alliance was Chen Xiaobei! 

Capturing Chen Xiaobei was their top priority! 

The demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor was very curious to see how the Supreme divine 

ancestor had left Chen Xiaobei behind! 

Furthermore, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor was nine hearts turtle ancestor’s eyes 

and ears. 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor had also specifically asked demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor to 

keep an eye on Saint burial Supreme holy ancestor. 



Therefore, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor naturally had to follow them to find out 

what was going on. 

“What? Isn’t he Chen Xiaobei? What is he doing here?” 

The next moment, demonized great divine Supreme divine ancestor saw Chen Xiaobei not far away and 

was shocked. 

Demonized Grand Saint was even suspicious of Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor. 

“Don’t tell me you’re hiding this kid here?” The demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor was 

immediately enraged and questioned him. 

At that moment, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor felt like a fool. He had been played 

like a fool, and yet he was still waiting in place! 

“Of course I didn’t hide it!” 

“He came across a great opportunity and came out on his own!” The Supreme Saint ancestor of the 

Saint burial said in a deep voice. 

 what great opportunity?!  

Demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor was very sensitive to benefits. He immediately asked, ”  

are you two splitting the loot?!  

It was obvious that the Alliance between Saint burial and demonized great saint didn’t trust each other 

at all. Therefore, a little suspicion and flaw could cause suspicion and even turn against each other! 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but smile when he saw this. 

As the saying goes, dogs bite dogs, a mouth full of fur! 

If he could make the two dogs bite each other, Chen Xiaobei could escape unscathed! 

Chapter 4733 A coincidence! 

“What dirty share? Your imagination is too rich! Don’t you know when I came over? I’ve just arrived and 

you’re already following me! Isn’t it?” 

Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor was trying to dispel the demonized great saint’s suspicion. 

After all, the demonized great saint was more powerful than Saint burial. If they were to fall out, Saint 

burial would be at a disadvantage! 

Moreover, the Supreme holy ancestor had done nothing wrong. If a misunderstanding caused the 

Alliance to break, or even the two sides to turn against each other, it would be a huge loss for the 

Supreme holy ancestor! 

It was precisely because of this that the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor wanted to explain the 

situation clearly! 



However, the Alliance between Saint burial and demonized great saint didn’t have much trust in each 

other. 

In addition, the Supreme holy ancestor demonized great saint was a very suspicious person. The more 

Saint burial’s Supreme holy ancestor explained, the more he thought that he was hiding something! 

“Heh, do you think you can dispel my suspicions with just a few words? Then I’m too easy to fool!” 

Demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor sneered, his tone full of disdain. Not only did he not 

believe Saint burial Supreme holy ancestor at all, but he even thought that Saint burial Supreme holy 

ancestor was insulting his intelligence and treating him like a fool. 

“You …” 

Saint burial’s expression turned grave when he saw demonized great saint’s reaction. 

“Don’t be nervous!” 

The demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor smiled coldly and said, ” “Actually, it’s very easy to 

prove your innocence! Capture this brat and let me peek into his memories. I’ll know what kind of shady 

business you two are doing here!” 

The faces of Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor and Chen Xiaobei changed. 

To Chen Xiaobei, the many secrets in his mind could not be peeked at by anyone! Otherwise, the 

consequences would be too horrible to imagine! 

As for the Supreme holy ancestor, he had already pledged his allegiance to nine hearts turtle ancestor 

and had no intention of making things difficult for Chen Xiaobei! He did not even want the demonized 

great divine Supreme divine ancestor to make things difficult for Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor was convinced that Chen Xiaobei was the one 

chosen by the nine-hearted turtle ancestor after Chen Xiaobei’s Bluff! 

In fact, to the Supreme divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei was his Junior Brother! 

Although the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor wasn’t a person who valued friendship, he wouldn’t 

dare to do anything that would disobey the nine heart turtle ancestor! 

Since the nine-hearts turtle ancestor had chosen Chen Xiaobei, the Saint-burying Supreme divine 

ancestor would follow his will. Even if he did not protect Chen Xiaobei, he could not let anything happen 

to Chen Xiaobei under his watch. Otherwise, if he had the chance to meet the nine-hearts turtle 

ancestor again in the future, he would not know how to explain it to him! 

“What’s wrong? From your expression, you don’t seem very willing!” 

Demonized great saint was a smart person, and he immediately noticed the change in Saint burial’s 

expression. 

“What?” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also noticed the expression on the Supreme divine ancestor’s face. 



Chen Xiaobei was also a smart man. He immediately saw through the change in the Supreme divine 

ancestor’s mind. 

Just a moment ago, Chen Xiaobei was still a little worried, but now, he was completely at ease. 

Obviously, the Supreme divine ancestor did not want anything to happen to Chen Xiaobei under his 

watch. If that happened, it would be even more difficult to explain! 

As long as things continued to develop, it would be a dog-eat-dog fight that Chen Xiaobei wanted to see! 

Chen Xiaobei did not even need to add fuel to the fire. All he needed to do was to watch as the Supreme 

holy ancestor of the Saint burial made things worse! 

“What do you mean by very unwilling? What I’m thinking now is completely different from what you’re 

thinking!” 

The Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect frowned and said solemnly,”This kid is not as simple 

as you think! I just want to advise you not to have any ideas about him. Otherwise, you will provoke a 

terrifying existence that you can’t afford to provoke!” 

Clearly, the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor was very respectful of the nine hearts turtle ancestor. 

That was why he did not dare to reveal the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s identity and the fact that the 

nine hearts turtle ancestor had given Chen Xiaobei an opportunity! 

His ambiguous statement naturally couldn’t convince the demonized great saint Supreme divine 

ancestor. 

“Isn’t your current state the typical guilty conscience of a thief?” 

The demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor’s tone had already turned cold, and there was even 

an undisguisable threat in it! 

“I don’t want to talk nonsense with you anymore!” He said coldly. There are only two paths in front of 

you. Either you let me peek into this kid’s memory! Either our Alliance breaks, and there will be a war 

between us!” 

It was obvious that the demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor was very confident in his own 

strength. He was very confident in threatening the Supreme holy ancestor of Saint burial! 

“This …” 

The Supreme Saint ancestor was dazed for a moment. His brows were deeply furrowed, and he seemed 

very anxious and conflicted. 

From the bottom of his heart, Saint burial didn’t want the Alliance to break down, and he didn’t want to 

become the enemy of demonized great saint! This was definitely the worst result that would not make 

up for the loss! 

However, there was an invisible force in the depths of his heart that was affecting his heart! 

There was no mistake! 



This invisible force came from the psychological shadow that the nine hearts turtle ancestor had left in 

the heart of the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor! 

The Supreme sacred ancestor of the Saint burial sect had gradually made a different decision! 

“No!” 

“This kid’s identity is really special!” The Supreme Saint ancestor said solemnly. I can’t let anything 

happen to him under my eyes! Otherwise, I won’t be able to answer to the turtle ancestor in the 

future!”  

Chen Xiaobei could not help but sneer to himself. 

It was obvious that Saint burial’s stand meant that he was going to leave the Alliance and become an 

enemy of demonized great saint! 

This was exactly what Chen Xiaobei wanted to see! 

If the two dogs started to fight, Chen Xiaobei would be able to escape unscathed in the worst case 

scenario! 

In the best case scenario, Chen Xiaobei might even have the chance to benefit from the fight between 

the Sandpiper and the clam! As long as they were both injured, Chen Xiaobei would find an opportunity 

to use his King Bomb and kill them all in one go! 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei was very excited. He focused all his attention on the opportunity! 

But! 

Chen Xiaobei did not expect the demonized Supreme divine ancestor to be nine hearts turtle ancestor’s 

spy! 

 Lord turtle ancestor!?  

Demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor looked at Saint burial Supreme holy ancestor in shock. 

 what? ” he asked in disbelief.  are you talking about Lord nine hearts turtle ancestor?!  

Chapter 4734-ins and outs! 

Don’t you think this is a coincidence? 

The three people present all knew the nine hearts turtle ancestor! However, he played a different role in 

front of the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

Perhaps because he didn’t want to ruin the myriad Dao ancestor’s plan, nine heart turtle ancestor didn’t 

tell the demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor that the Saint burial Supreme holy ancestor was 

actually one of his lackeys! 

After all, the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor was supposed to be a hidden chess piece that could 

only be exposed at the critical moment and have the final effect! 



However, upon hearing the words ‘Lord turtle ancestor’, the demonized great saint Supreme holy 

ancestor immediately understood everything! 

On the other hand, Saint ancestor Saint burial asked in surprise, ”  you … How do you know Lord nine 

hearts turtle ancestor!?  

Originally, the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor had thought that he was the only one in the world 

who had the Fortune to meet the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

But now, the origin Dao divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei, and even the demonized Supreme divine 

ancestor knew nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

In an instant, Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor felt as if his entire world had been refreshed! 

 don’t worry about how I got to know Lord nine hearts turtle ancestor!  

Demonized great saint’s Supreme holy ancestor’s eyes narrowed and he said solemnly, ” “You tell me 

first! Why is it that you can’t give an explanation to the nine hearts turtle ancestor if you hurt this kid?” 

Clearly, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor had just met nine hearts turtle ancestor not 

long ago. 

Not only did nine hearts turtle ancestor not say anything about not hurting Chen Xiaobei, he even used 

Yan Lingshi’s life to test Chen Xiaobei! 

This was the complete opposite of the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor’s desire to protect Chen 

Xiaobei! 

After all, demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor could not read nine hearts turtle ancestor’s 

mind. So, he was very surprised as to why nine hearts turtle ancestor used Yan Lingshi to test Chen 

Xiaobei and also asked Saint burial Supreme divine ancestor to protect Chen Xiaobei! 

Wasn’t this self-contradictory? 

“Since you also know this kid, I might as well tell you directly! That’s because this kid is the son of 

destiny chosen by the nine hearts turtle ancestor!” 

“Lord nine hearts turtle ancestor has bestowed him with a Supreme sacred ancestor-level opportunity!” 

The Supreme sacred ancestor of the Saint burial sect said solemnly. It might even be the nine hearts 

turtle ancestor’s life artifact! One could only imagine how much the nine hearts turtle ancestor valued 

this kid! If something happens to him in front of me, I can’t afford to be held accountable if Lord nine 

hearts turtle ancestor blames me in the future!” 

“This …” 

The demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor was stunned.  “He obtained the nine hearts turtle 

ancestor’s life artifact? How come I didn’t know about this?” 

At this point, Saint burial and demonized great saint were both very confused by the information that 

didn’t match each other’s! 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, saw the clues! 



The Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor was a loyal dog of the nine hearts turtle ancestor. This was 

certain! 

Chen Xiaobei had suspected that the nine hearts tortoise ancestor had eyes and ears in the real world! 

Furthermore, this spy actually knew of Yan Lingshi’s existence! 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure who this spy was! 

But now, after seeing the demonized Supreme divine ancestor’s reaction, Chen Xiaobei was one 

hundred percent sure that the spy was the demonized Supreme divine ancestor! 

On the one hand, demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor knew nine hearts turtle ancestor. On 

the other hand, demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor also knew of Yan Lingshi’s existence! 

All the clues were connected at this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei was very sure of this! 

“No need to rush!” 

Then, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor composed himself and said, ” “We don’t have 

to make wild guesses here! I’ll contact Lord nine hearts turtle ancestor and ask!” 

Chen Xiaobei had peeked into the space law of the ten thousand secret realms before! 

In that space, a special method could be used to make contact with specific people in the real world! 

This was a special method. If it was not for the communication rune, Chen Xiaobei would not know how 

to use it! 

But now, the demonized great divine Supreme divine ancestor was going to give Chen Xiaobei a live 

demonstration! 

“Whoosh …” 

The demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor raised his hands and made a series of mysterious 

hand seals. At the same time, a special energy was released! 

This special energy could actually penetrate the spatial wall of Saint burial’s Supreme domain and reach 

the outside! 

Clearly, it was also this kind of energy that allowed him to enter the 10000 Dao secret realm and 

establish a connection with the nine heart turtle ancestor! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate to use the origin of the Hongsheng to peek! 

There was no mistake! 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to take this opportunity to study this special energy! 

After some spying … 



Chen Xiaobei realized that this special energy originated from the Hongsheng divine path! 

In other words, only the divine ancestors of the great sage Tribe who had comprehended the divine path 

could activate this power! 

In addition, this energy could not only communicate with each other, but also transmit some more 

advanced and profound special energy! 

For example, curses! Seal! Even the power of the attack could be directly transmitted across space! 

Chen Xiaobei had an idea! 

Perhaps, the reason why the great saint Supreme divine ancestor had fallen into chaos back then was 

because this energy had transmitted some kind of curse or attack! 

Because only by doing so could the nine hearts turtle ancestor control everything in the 10000 Dao 

secret realm! 

But at the same time, Chen Xiaobei had another question! 

Even if the curse attack could be transmitted through this energy, how did nine hearts turtle ancestor 

know that the great saint Supreme divine ancestor was studying a way to spy on the origin of the 

ancestor of all DAOs? 

Could it be that there were eyes and ears outside of eyes and ears? 

Chen Xiaobei thought about it and realized that it was indeed possible! 

After all, there were still many other members of the great sage Tribe before the great sage Supreme 

divine ancestor had fallen into this trap! 

As long as any divine ancestor who had comprehended the great saint divine Dao was controlled by nine 

hearts turtle ancestor, they could become the eyes and ears of the great saint Supreme divine ancestor! 

This way, when the great saint posed a threat to the myriad Dao ancestor, nine hearts turtle ancestor 

could launch a sneak attack and throw the great saint into chaos! 

At this point, Chen Xiaobei had finally figured out the whole story! 

This was very, very valuable to Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, in the near future, Chen Xiaobei would also be able to peek into the origins of the ancestor of 

all DAOs! 

If he knew nothing about his enemy’s tactics, Chen Xiaobei might also fall into chaos! 

But now that he knew the enemy’s tactics, Chen Xiaobei had time to think of a way to deal with them! 

As the saying goes, know yourself and know your enemy, and you will never be defeated! This was 

exactly the situation! 

“Alright, I’m done!” 



While Chen Xiaobei was thinking, demonized Supreme divine ancestor had finished his conversation 

with nine hearts turtle ancestor. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝕞 

 what did the turtle ancestor say! ” The Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor immediately looked 

surprised and expectant. 

 Chapter 4735-cautious! 

“The turtle ancestor said that he did give Chen Xiaobei 10000 DAOs of chaos! They even gave Chen 

Xiaobei an extremely important task!” 

The demonized great saint Supreme Saint ancestor looked embarrassed and said, ”  the turtle ancestor 

also said that we should help Chen Xiaobei when necessary …  

“Pa pa pa!” 

As he said this, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor felt as if he had been slapped in the 

face. 

After all, just a moment ago, the demonized great divine Supreme divine ancestor was still suspicious of 

Chen Xiaobei and was going to do something to him! 

However, the truth was right in front of him. It was the complete opposite of what the demonized 

Supreme divine ancestor had expected. Not only did he not dare to touch Chen Xiaobei, he even wanted 

him to help Chen Xiaobei! 

This face slap was simply too loud! 

“Did you see that? I already said it! You Can’t Touch This kid! Now you know I didn’t lie to you!” 

Seeing this, Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor immediately dealt another blow to demonized great 

saint’s Supreme divine ancestor. 

After all, the demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor had indeed been a bit of a bully just now, 

and Saint burial Supreme holy ancestor was taking this opportunity to make things difficult for the 

demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor! 

“……” 

As expected, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor was speechless. His body trembled 

slightly, and he was extremely embarrassed and angry. 

“Since we’re all on the same side, can you return my things now?” 

The Supreme divine ancestor looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

It was obvious that both the heaven Earth Holy membrane and the core of the Holy Meridian were 

precious treasures to the Supreme Saint ancestor. He couldn’t afford to lose them! 

“Of course not!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei refused.  it’s a mission given to me by the nine hearts turtle ancestor. I need that 

thing!  So, I can’t return it to you!” 



“This …” 

The corners of Saint burial’s mouth twitched, and his eyes were filled with pain. 

Without a doubt, losing the heaven and earth Holy membrane and the core of the Holy Meridian was 

like digging out the heart of the Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect. It was extremely painful. 

However, no matter how painful it was, the Supreme sacred ancestor could only endure it. 

After all, the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor wouldn’t dare to disobey patriarch nine hearts. 

Furthermore, everything the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor had was given to him by nine hearts 

turtle ancestor. 

That was why after being rejected by Chen Xiaobei, the Saint-burying Supreme divine ancestor did not 

say a word. He gritted his teeth and swallowed the pill! 

“What are you guys talking about?” 

The demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor was very curious. 

Obviously, nine hearts turtle ancestor did not tell demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor about 

Chen Xiaobei’s mission. 

Of course, he couldn’t tell her! 

What nine hearts turtle ancestor wanted to do now was to let Chen Xiaobei find a way to dispel the 

peeking at the origin! 

This was an absolute secret. Other than Chen Xiaobei and the nine hearts turtle ancestor, no one else 

would know about it! 

Otherwise, he would be an additional threat to the myriad Dao ancestor! 

Because of this, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was very vague in his words, and the demonized great 

saint Supreme divine ancestor was also confused and didn’t know many details. 

“You don’t have to ask about that!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” if I could let you know, nine hearts turtle ancestor would have told you! 

If I can’t let you know, you’ll die if I tell you!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei knew what was going on! 

No matter who knew the method of peeking into the origin, they would definitely be killed! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei’s one sentence had stunned the demonized Supreme divine ancestor. 

“Hiss …” 

The demonized great saint Supreme holy ancestor gasped and said, ” “I won’t ask anymore … I won’t ask 

anymore …” 



Although the Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect was full of doubts, he could only shut his 

mouth and not say a word. 

 alright, I don’t need your help for what I’m going to do next. You guys go do what you need to do!  

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and was about to leave. 

“Whoosh …” 

The Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor did not dare to say anything more. He immediately opened 

the exit and let Chen Xiaobei out of the Saint burial’s Supreme territory. 

After Chen Xiaobei left, the Saint burial Supreme divine ancestor and the demonized great saint 

Supreme divine ancestor looked at each other, their emotions complicated. 

They didn’t dare to ask or say anything, just looking at each other, speechless. 

…… 

After he left, Chen Xiaobei burst out laughing. 

He had thought that he had fallen into a dead end, but he had not expected that it would be resolved so 

easily. 

His luck was really super good! 

“Now, I’ve already obtained the heaven and earth Holy membrane. I’m only missing the last Supreme 

Holy item, the Lotus seed of creation! After that, I can start to study how to spy on the origins of the 

ancestor of all DAOs!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and analyzed, ”  however, the problem now is that I’ve practiced the 

‘Hong’ character incantation, which is of the same origin as the saintly way of the great saint!  

 if the nine hearts turtle ancestor can use the Hong curse to transmit curse attacks, he can also scheme 

against me and cause me to fall into chaos!  

“Therefore, before I can spy on the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs, I must find a way to resist the 

schemes of nine hearts turtle ancestor! Otherwise, all our previous efforts will be in vain!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was in a good mood, but he was still very calm. He had a clear understanding of 

the situation. 

If they were unable to resist the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s scheme, it was equivalent to the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor reversing the situation at any time, or even losing their lives at any time! 

“Let’s not care about that for now! Now that I have the king Bomb, I can go get the Lotus seed of 

creation first. I’ll think of a way to solve the other problems later!” 

Chen Xiaobei made a quick decision, stepped into the void and headed to the independent space At 

World’s End. 

“Ho … Ho Ho …” 



After that, Chen Xiaobei arrived at the special ocean without a hitch. 

Then, through the space gate at the bottom of the sea, he directly entered the independent space. 

In this space, everything was still the same. 

The last time Chen Xiaobei came here with the third elder, he was immediately intimidated by the 

terrifying aura. 

Moreover, the deeper one went into this space, the more terrifying the pressure became. Even the third 

elder of the core group could not withstand it and could only stay in the outer area! 

One could only imagine how terrifying the pressure here was! 

However, that terrifying pressure had no effect on Chen Xiaobei! 

Even when Chen Xiaobei went to the deepest part of the dimension, he was still not affected by the 

terrifying pressure! 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝞳 

It was obvious that after the last training, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind had evolved, and he had even 

comprehended the ten thousand severals of unparalleled suppression! 

Chen Xiaobei’s own aura had already surpassed the aura in this space! Naturally, Chen Xiaobei’s state of 

mind would not be affected at all! 

But even so, Chen Xiaobei did not dare to barge in! 

Chapter 4736 Tens Of Thousands Of Times! 

 

 although my pressure has already surpassed the pressure in this space, the pressure in this space is only 

a trace of opportunity from the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs!  

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and thought to himself, " "Once you enter the ten thousand DAOs 

Supreme domain, the pressure inside will probably be countless times stronger than this space! At that 

time, I might not be able to withstand it!" 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei's caution was necessary! 

After all, the last time Chen Xiaobei had defeated a very, very small trace of the ancestor of all DAOs 

'aura! 

And behind the spatial wall that was split open by the Saint pan axe, it was very likely that the ancestor 

of all DAOs 'Supreme domain of all DAOs was there! 

Just a trace of Qi was already so terrifying! 

One could only imagine how terrifying the situation would be once they entered the ten thousand Dao 

Supreme domain! 

At that thought, Chen Xiaobei did not dare to advance rashly! 

Other than that, there was another problem that Chen Xiaobei needed to consider! 
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 if I enter rashly and alert the nine hearts turtle ancestor, it will be another troublesome matter!  

Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

Clearly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was the current spokesperson of the ancestor of ten thousand 

DAOs. At the same time, he was also playing the role of a watchdog! 

Although he could not be 100% sure, he had reason to suspect that the nine hearts turtle ancestor could 

sense the situation in the 10000 Dao Supreme domain! 

If Chen Xiaobei barged in, he would alert the nine hearts turtle ancestor! 

At that time, things would not be so easy to explain! 

After all, the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain was an absolute forbidden area. Anyone who dared 

to enter would probably not be able to escape death! 

"If that's the case ... Is there a possibility that I ..." 

Chen Xiaobei suddenly had a bold idea! 

"The nine hearts turtle ancestor is an enormous threat to me! And I just happen to have a King Bomb in 

my hands! Is it possible to directly use the king Bomb to destroy the nine hearts turtle ancestor?" 

The look in Chen Xiaobei's eyes changed, as if he had seen a great hope. 

It was clear that the nine hearts turtle ancestor was a huge threat to Chen Xiaobei. 

If he could really get rid of the nine hearts tortoise ancestor, it would definitely be a good thing for Chen 

Xiaobei. 

After all, the nine hearts turtle ancestor had only rewarded Chen Xiaobei and protected him because 

Chen Xiaobei was of some use to him! It wasn't because of any friendship! 

This meant that one day, after joining them, Chen Xiaobei would lose his value! 

Then, the nine hearts turtle ancestor would very likely burn the bridge after crossing it and kill the 

donkey after it had served its purpose. By then, Chen Xiaobei would have no chance of turning the 

tables! 

In other words, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was like a time bomb that could threaten Chen Xiaobei's 

life at any time! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei would not hesitate to kill the nine hearts turtle ancestor if he had the 

chance! 

"No... I can't ..." 

However, Chen Xiaobei quickly shook his head and rejected his bold idea. 

 I finally know why the myriad Dao ancestor didn't allow nine heart turtle ancestor to leave the myriad 

Dao secret realm!  



Chen Xiaobei said, "  that's because the only power in the world that can kill the nine hearts turtle 

ancestor might be the power of 10000 Saint souls!  

 as long as the nine-heart turtle ancestor hides in the ten thousand Dao secret realm, even if I use the 

king Explosion, the ten thousand Saint souls will immediately return to their positions and won't hurt 

him!  

 in other words, the myriad Dao ancestor forbade nine-heart turtle ancestor from leaving the myriad 

Dao secret realm as a form of protection for him!  

"To put it bluntly, as long as the nine hearts turtle ancestor stays in the ten thousand Dao arcane realm, 

he'll be invincible! On the other hand, if the nine hearts turtle ancestor enters the real space, he might 

be killed by the 10000 Saint souls!" 

By this point, Chen Xiaobei had completely rejected his own idea. 

It was impossible to get rid of nine heart turtle ancestor in the ten thousand Dao secret realm. In fact, it 

was a foolish act that would bring about his own death!I think you should take a look at 

"However, this way, there's a turning point in my operation!"𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝞳 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows, his expression excited.   if the nine hearts turtle ancestor doesn't leave 

the ten thousand Dao secret realm, then my actions later won't be affected by him!  

 on the other hand, if the nine hearts turtle ancestor leaves the ten thousand Dao secret realm and 

comes here to deal with me, I can use the king Explosion to get rid of him!  

Chen Xiaobei's mind was very clear, and he immediately understood the key to the situation. 

To the nine hearts turtle ancestor, this was a difficult problem that he could not have his cake and eat it! 

They could either stay in the ten thousand Dao secret realm to save their lives or they could be a 

busybody and get blasted in the face by Chen Xiaobei! 

No matter what the situation was, Chen Xiaobei could accept it! 

"If that's the case, then I have nothing to worry about!" 

Chen Xiaobei made up his mind.  "Let's try to pull out the Saint pan axe first!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

After that, Chen Xiaobei slowly extended his hands toward the Saint pan axe. 

The moment he held the axe, Chen Xiaobei felt the same strong rejection force as before. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had experienced this feeling once before. It was not against him as a person. On 

the contrary, it was a form of protection from the Saint pan axe. 

The Saint pan axe could sense that Chen Xiaobei was a reincarnated being of Pangu. 

The rejection was a reminder to Chen Xiaobei not to pull the axe out of the spatial wall, and not to enter 

the domain behind the spatial wall! 



This was a warning to Chen Xiaobei, hoping that he would back off and save his own life! 

"Whoosh ..." 

However, this time, Chen Xiaobei was clearly prepared. 

With a thought, he released the Supreme pressure of ten thousand cuts, which was transmitted to the 

Saint pan axe through his hands. 

The Saint pan axe was sentient, and it could feel Chen Xiaobei's terrifying aura. 

This kind of pressure was already above the Supreme divine ancestor. 

It was extremely terrifying! 

Then, the Saint pan Axe's warning and rejection of Chen Xiaobei disappeared! 

Clearly, the Saint pan axe had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei's strength! 

If Chen Xiaobei was determined to continue, the Saint pan axe would not stop him! 

Crack ... Crack ... Crack ... 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was still very cautious. He did not pull out the axe immediately. Instead, he held 

it tightly with both hands and slowly pulled it out bit by bit!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

When the Saint pan axe was pulled out of the spatial wall by a few millimeters, the gap in the crack grew 

larger. 

Then, a terrifying aura of the ancestor of all DAOs quickly flowed out. 

Objectively speaking, this aura was not too strong. 

However, compared to the last time, it was tens of thousands of times stronger. 

Naturally, the Supreme pressure contained in this aura was also tens of thousands of times stronger 

than before! 

"Uh ..." 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei's face changed. 

Chapter 4737 Last Chance! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had managed to counter the pressure of the myriad Dao ancestor, it was only 

a tiny bit of it! Compared to the true pressure of the myriad Dao ancestor, it was simply not on the same 

level! 

At this moment, as the terrifying Qi seeped out from the cracks in the spatial wall, an even more 

terrifying pressure came crushing down! 

It was tens of thousands of times more powerful than before, and even Chen Xiaobei could not handle 

it! 
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Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that his state of mind had just received a huge and terrifying blow! 

His spirit was also under a terrifying pressure! 

 oh no... I've underestimated the situation behind this spatial wall ... This pressure has already exceeded 

the limits of what I can bear ...  

Chen Xiaobei's brows were tightly knitted together. He looked extremely anxious. 

It was obvious that the situation was very, very dangerous for Chen Xiaobei! 

Once their spirit collapsed, they would be reduced to dementia at the very least. In the worst-case 

scenario, their spirit would be exhausted and their soul would be scattered! 

This was not a joke! 

"Uh ..." 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei was still calm. He tried his best to push the axe back and seal the crack that 

had just been opened. This was to prevent more of the ancestor of all DAOs 'Qi from flowing out and 

creating an even more unbearable pressure! 

"Ka!" 

The Saint pan axe had a mind of its own. It actually took the initiative to cooperate with Chen Xiaobei 

and stuck itself back into the crack, trying its best to block it. 

In this way, the Qi of the myriad Dao ancestor would no longer flow out! 

However, the Qi that was flowing out of his body was still too much for Chen Xiaobei to handle! 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei's mind and state of mind were still enduring the terrifying impact and 

brilliance! 

The defense of one's mental state was like a Castle, originally indestructible. 

However, under such a terrifying pressure, the castle had already begun to fall apart and could 

completely collapse at any time! 

Once the mental defense collapsed, the state of mind would completely fall, and the spirit would 

completely lose the protection of the barrier, accelerating the decay and disintegration! 

It was not an overstatement to say that if he could not come up with a solution, Chen Xiaobei's mental 

power would be completely drained within ten seconds, and what awaited him would be eternal 

damnation! 

 this is bad ... I underestimated the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain ... I'm basically dead ...  

Chen Xiaobei rarely felt despair. 

But at this moment, Chen Xiaobei really had no other choice. 

After all, an oppressive aura was not a physical entity, nor was it energy. There was no other way to 

counter it except for a stronger mental state! 



In this situation, even if Chen Xiaobei used the king Bomb, it would be useless! 

There was no way to solve this problem. Chen Xiaobei could only watch as his mental defense was 

destroyed and his state of mind collapsed! 

The next step would be the exhaustion of one's spirit and the scattering of one's soul! 

He had to admit that Chen Xiaobei had been too careless this time! 

But! 

There was something strange about this! 

When Chen Xiaobei tried to pull out the Saint pan axe again, it did not reject him! 

The first time Chen Xiaobei came here and tried to pull out the Saint pan axe, the axe rejected him! 

This meant that the Saint pan axe could sense Chen Xiaobei's strength. At that time, Chen Xiaobei could 

not withstand the danger of pulling out the Saint pan axe! 

So, the Saint pan Axe's strong rejection was a signal of danger, telling Chen Xiaobei not to do it! 

However, when Chen Xiaobei tried to pull out the axe and released the mightiest pressure, the rejection 

force disappeared! 

This meant that the Saint pan axe had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei's strength. It believed that Chen 

Xiaobei had the ability to survive the danger of pulling out the Saint pan axe! 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.I think you should take a look at 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

 could it be that the key to breaking out of this situation is the 10000-section Supreme pressure?!  

Chen Xiaobei suddenly had an idea. 

"Whoosh ..." 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei released all his might! 

"That's not right ..." 

However, Chen Xiaobei's eyes quickly dimmed. 

Even though the ten thousand severals Supreme might pressure did have a certain suppressive effect on 

the ten thousand streams of Supreme might pressure ... 

However, in the face of a pressure that was tens of thousands of times stronger than his own, the 

suppression of the ten thousand sealings Supreme might was like a cup of water on a burning cart of 

firewood! 

In the face of absolute dominance, the tiny restraining effect of the 10000 streams of Supreme pressure 

was completely covered! 

There was no change to the current situation! 

As time went by, Chen Xiaobei's mental state would completely collapse in five seconds! 



This was the first time Chen Xiaobei was so close to death! 

 wait a moment!!!  

However, Chen Xiaobei remained calm and his mind was racing! 

"Since the Saint pan axe has acknowledged my strength, it means that I must have a trump card to resist 

this pressure! What was it? What is it?" 

It was obvious that when the Saint pan axe split the spatial wall, a part of the axe had already dug into 

the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain! 

Therefore, the Saint pan axe was extremely familiar with the aura and pressure of the ten thousand 

DAOs Supreme domain! 

Only when the Saint pan axe thought that Chen Xiaobei could withstand the pressure would it stop 

warning Chen Xiaobei! 

In other words, the fact that the Saint pan axe had stopped warning Chen Xiaobei of its rejection meant 

that Chen Xiaobei had the ability to resist the pressure of the aura! 

However, what kind of ability was this? 

Even Chen Xiaobei did not know that he had such an ability! 

"Don't panic! Think about it! This ability might not be something I originally had, so I overlooked it! This 

is my new ability! I know!" 

Chen Xiaobei was excited, as if he had just discovered a new continent. 

"Whoosh ..." 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei activated his newly acquired ability! 

There was no mistake! 

This was the protective ability of the universal Holy Shroud! 

"Whoosh ..." 

With a strong wave of energy, Chen Xiaobei burned his five-star divine ancestor's peak level of mental 

power to activate the corresponding level of protective ability! 

Even though the Holy Shroud of heaven and earth was of a very high level, Chen Xiaobei had only 

digested a very small amount! 

At the same time, the level of the special ability derived from devouring was the same as the level of the 

sacred soul world. The highest level could only be peak five-star divine ancestor! 

Logically speaking, the power of a peak five-star divine ancestor was like dust compared to the pressure 

that Chen Xiaobei was facing. There was no way to compare! 

However, the current situation could no longer be measured with common sense! 



After all, pressure was not energy! 

Therefore, the level and defensive power of the master's protection ability were no longer the most 

important factors! 

In this situation, Chen Xiaobei's life or death would depend on what was hidden in the Holy Shroud of 

heaven and earth! 

Chapter 4738 A Great Counterattack! 

"Whoosh ..." 

In an instant, the heaven and earth Holy membrane's protective Esper ability was activated! 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that a very special protective film had covered his mind! 

Under the protection of the protective barrier, the effect of the ten thousand auras on Chen Xiaobei 

began to decrease! 

 this ... This is too mysterious!?  

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

On one hand, Chen Xiaobei did not know that the Holy Shroud of heaven and earth had such a special 

ability! 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei had never thought that there would be a special ability that could 

resist the pressure of an aura! 

After all, pressure and aura were not energy! 

To put it bluntly, pressure and aura were completely invisible and untouchable things! In theory, it could 

not be resisted! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had never thought that the heaven and earth Holy Shroud would have such an 

effect! 

Otherwise, in that critical moment, Chen Xiaobei would have thought of all the cards he had in his hands 

and come up with a solution! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei did not give up and remained calm! 

After a wave of reasonable reverse analysis, from the disappearance of the rejection warning from the 

Saint pan axe, he thought that he should have a trump card for a counterattack! 

That was how he had managed to activate the natural Holy Shroud's protective ability at the last second 

and survive! 

Of course, at this moment, the effect of the ten thousand pressures on Chen Xiaobei had only weakened 

a lot, but it had not completely disappeared! 

The reason was simple! 
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This was because Chen Xiaobei had only digested a very, very small portion of the heavenly Divine 

membrane! 

Naturally, the effect of activating the master-protecting Esper ability was also very, very small! 

So, even though he could somewhat nullify the effect of the ten thousand rays of Supreme might on 

Chen Xiaobei, it did not completely solve this problem! 

 of course, this situation was still very troublesome and dangerous for normal people. 

However, to Chen Xiaobei, as long as he could keep his life, he would be able to break out of this 

situation! 

The only difference was the speed of time! 

"Whoosh ..." 

As expected, once he had calmed down, Chen Xiaobei immediately activated his crushing suppression to 

counter-attack! 

In the beginning, Chen Xiaobei was at a disadvantage. 

However, just like the last time, Chen Xiaobei's state of mind and pressure became braver and braver. 

They continued to improve and slowly evolved! 

"Chi ..." 

In order to speed up the process, Chen Xiaobei even took out the Holy ancestral sunlight cache. 

With the fastest speed, he wanted to transform and sublimate his state of mind and pressure. 

…… 

As time passed, Chen Xiaobei could now ignore the effects of the pressure! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei's mental state and pressure were hundreds of times stronger than before! 

Of course, this was far from enough! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Then, Chen Xiaobei canceled the heavenly Holy Shroud's protective ability! 

In this way, the surrounding pressure suddenly became as strong as it was at the beginning, strong 

enough to be fatal! 

By a conservative estimate, it was about 300 times stronger than Chen Xiaobei's current state of mind 

and pressure! 

This level of pressure was still a huge blow to Chen Xiaobei's mental state!I think you should take a look 

at 

However, after Chen Xiaobei's first wave of enhancement, this level of pressure was no longer a threat 

to Chen Xiaobei's life! 



This way, Chen Xiaobei could continue to train himself, and continue to let his state of mind and 

pressure continue to be refined and transformed! 

With the sunlight cache's acceleration, it did not take long for Chen Xiaobei to get used to the pressure! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei's mental state and pressure were three hundred times stronger than 

before! 

"That's great!" 

Chen Xiaobei was excited.  "This is a virtuous cycle! As long as I release more and more of the myriad 

Dao ancestor's Qi, I can continue to temper and improve my state of mind! When I can completely 

overcome the aura of the ancestor of the myriad DAOs, I will be able to enter the myriad DAOs Supreme 

domain at will!" 

This was great news for Chen Xiaobei. 

On the one hand, one of the biggest threats in the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain would be 

completely removed! 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei's mental state and the strength of his aura would also be greatly 

improved! 

It was killing two birds with one stone, killing two birds with one stone! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate and immediately acted according to his plan. 

He pulled the Saint pan axe first to expose the crack in the space wall and release more Qi of the 

ancestor of all DAOs! 

As a result, the surrounding pressure was increased by about three hundred times! 

Then, with the sunlight cache's acceleration, Chen Xiaobei overcame the new pressure at the fastest 

speed possible and directly raised his mental state and pressure! 

Just like that, Chen Xiaobei's state of mind and pressure had increased by leaps and bounds! 

One had to know! Every time the 10000 streaks of Supreme might increased, it was 300 times stronger 

than the previous time! 

The difference between the first time and the second time was 300 times! 

The difference between the first and third time was 90000 times!𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝞳 

The difference between the first and the fourth time was a terrifying 27 million times! 

This was an exponential growth! 

It was extremely terrifying! 

In fact, the word 'soaring' was no longer enough to describe this growth. It was as if he was riding a 

rocket, breaking through the atmosphere and reaching a whole new level! 



"Ka ... Ka ..." 

Finally, after many rounds of training, Chen Xiaobei's mental state and the strength of his pressure had 

been increased by a trillion times! 

By then, Chen Xiaobei had already pulled out the Saint pan axe! 

The aura of the myriad Dao ancestor flowed out of the spatial crack without any restraint! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei could completely ignore the pressure of the elder of all DAOs! 

In other words, even if the elder of ten thousand Dao was standing in front of Chen Xiaobei, Chen 

Xiaobei would be able to deal with him without fear! 

Of course, this did not mean that Chen Xiaobei's mental suppression was on the same level as the 

ancestor of all DAOs. 

After all, what Chen Xiaobei was overcoming right now was only the aura and pressure of the myriad 

Dao ancestor in his normal state! 

If the elder of ten thousand DAOs were to get angry or activate his own pressure, he might be much 

stronger than Chen Xiaobei! 

However, this was no longer a problem for Chen Xiaobei! 

On one hand, Chen Xiaobei's mental state and aura were already very, very strong! 

On the other hand, he also had the help of the heaven and earth Holy Shroud. So, even if Chen Xiaobei's 

state of mind and pressure were slightly weaker than the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs', he would not 

be directly intimidated by the other party, and he would not have his mind collapse and spirit 

exhausted! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was a huge upgrade and a counterattack! 

"Next, I should consider entering the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain!" 

Chen Xiaobei focused his attention on the crack in space that had been created by the Saint pan axe! 

Chapter 4739 Dazzling! 

Looking at the crack in space, Chen Xiaobei was still worried. 

After all, even the Qi flowing out of the crack was absolutely fatal! Chen Xiaobei had every reason to 

suspect that there were other dangers! 

With the help of the Holy Shroud of heaven and earth, Chen Xiaobei could ignore the pressure of the 

ancestor of all DAOs! 

However, if he were to encounter other dangers, Chen Xiaobei could not be sure if he had a way to 

overcome them! If he couldn't, he would still die! 

So, even though the entrance was right in front of him, Chen Xiaobei did not dare to act rashly! 

"Don't be in such a hurry!" 
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Chen Xiaobei raised the pan Sheng axe in his hand and activated his spirituality. 

He tried,'let's see if I can make the Saint pan axe recognize me as its master! With the help of the Saint 

pan axe, I'll have another trump card!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei immediately communicated with the Saint pan Axe's spirit. 

However, things did not go as smoothly as Chen Xiaobei had expected. 

After the spiritual connection, Chen Xiaobei realized that the axe still had an owner. 

This meant that the Supreme divine ancestor was still alive! 

Of course, this was completely within his expectations! After all, the Saint pan Supreme divine ancestor 

had the highest cultivation base among the Saint pan clan! 

The benefits that the Saint burial Supreme divine ancestor could obtain by sealing and enslaving a Saint 

pan Supreme divine ancestor were even greater than the benefits of sealing and enslaving the entire 

Saint pan race! 

Because of this, the Saint burial's Supreme divine ancestor was naturally reluctant to kill Saint pan! 

Since the Saint pan axe had an owner, it would not acknowledge Chen Xiaobei as its master! 

This was the opposite of Chen Xiaobei's plan. 

However, this was not an absolute! After the spiritual connection, the Saint pan axe acknowledged Chen 

Xiaobei! Chen Xiaobei could temporarily control it! 

After all, as a reincarnator of Pangu, Chen Xiaobei was the last hope of the Pangu clan! 

The Saint pan axe was a spiritual weapon, so it would naturally help Chen Xiaobei! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei had temporarily obtained the right to use the Saint pan axe! 

But then again, there was no energy in the axe. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to activate it, he would have to 

find his own energy to replenish it! 

After all, the Supreme divine ancestor had used his own Saint Origin Energy to power the axe. Therefore, 

he didn't need to infuse any energy into the axe! 

Because of that, even though Chen Xiaobei had gained control of the axe, there was not a single bit of 

energy in it! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to use it once, he would need to find a Supreme holy ancestor level energy! 

It was obvious that this was going to be extremely difficult! 

To Chen Xiaobei, it was almost impossible! 

Therefore, he didn't need to consider using the power of the axe to fight for the time being. He could 

only keep this trump card hidden for now. 



Of course! 

Other than fighting, the Saint pan axe had another use! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's mind flickered, and the Saint pan axe glowed with a dazzling green holy light! 

And in this green holy light, a Holy Lotus emerged. It was as if the body of the pan Sheng axe was made 

of soil, and the Holy Lotus had grown out of the axe. It was very mysterious and magical! 

There was no mistake! 

This Holy Lotus was the Supreme Holy item of the Saint pan clan, the Holy Lotus of creation! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei only needed one more Green Lotus seed of creation to gather all the Supreme divine 

items!I think you should take a look at 

According to the method created by the great saint Supreme divine ancestor, with further modifications 

and upgrades, it would be possible to spy on the origin of the ancestor of all DAOs!𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not dare to do that right now! 

After all, there was a huge risk behind this! 

If the nine hearts turtle ancestor set him up, Chen Xiaobei would also fall into a state of chaos! He would 

go crazy at the very least, or he would completely lose his heart and become the loyal dog of the nine 

hearts turtle ancestor! 

"However, it's not like we don't have a chance at all!" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and thought, "  it's now confirmed that the heaven Earth Holy 

membrane's protective ability can protect my state of mind!  

 in other words, even if the nine hearts turtle ancestor wants me to fall into chaos, the heaven and earth 

sacred shroud's special ability can help me resist a part of the influence!  

 in other words, after I've digested more of the heaven and earth Holy membrane in the future, I'll have 

a chance to be completely immune to the nine hearts turtle ancestor's mental attacks on me!  

"At that time, I will be able to spy on the origins of the ancestor of all DAOs as I please!" 

Chen Xiaobei had a rough idea of how the nine hearts turtle ancestor had caused people to fall into the 

origin of chaos. 

It was to use the uniqueness of the great saint's saintly way to build a spiritual bridge. 

Then, through this spiritual bridge, he could transmit an attack or curse! 

In other words, as long as Chen Xiaobei could digest more of the heaven and earth Holy Shroud, or 

increase the level of the Holy Shroud's special ability, he would have the chance to build a protective 

barrier on the spiritual bridge, completely blocking out the nine hearts turtle ancestor's plan! 



This way, all the threats were eliminated, and Chen Xiaobei could carry out the next step of his plan as 

he pleased! 

"It's been confirmed that the Saint pan axe can't help me in my battle for the time being! Then should I 

enter the ten thousand Dao Supreme domain?" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down, still in a dilemma. 

In his heart, since he had already come this far, he should definitely go in and take a look. 

However, after thinking about it calmly and rationally, barging in rashly might put him in a dead end. 

Chen Xiaobei was caught in a dilemma. He did not know how to tell the truth. 

"Oh right! I can look at the pros and cons before I make a decision!" 

Chen Xiaobei made a decision, " "Xuan! It's a great opportunity!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei activated the " Black " spell. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was well aware of this. 

He was stuck between going in and not going in, so he decided to take a look and see if there were any 

benefits inside. 

If there were no benefits, then there was no need to go in. 

If there were benefits, it would be an additional bargaining chip and reason to enter, but he still had to 

consider it. 

Unless there were huge benefits, it would not be worth the risk. 

At this moment, the 'Xuan' word incantation would allow Chen Xiaobei to see the pros and cons, and 

then make the final decision. 

"Whoosh ..." 

As the spiritual light of the special ability enveloped the area, the position of the spatial crack directly 

shone with an extremely dazzling holy light of opportunity! 

The light was as dazzling as the sun! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had never seen such a brilliant opportunity ever since he had learned the 'Xuan' 

character incantation! 

"This ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  "Really? Could it be that there was a problem with the " Black " spell? The 

light is simply too dazzling!" 

Chapter 4740 Gone! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was shocked! 
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Chen Xiaobei had never seen such a dazzling light of destiny before. He even wondered if it was real. 

"It seems that I have to try!" 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was tempted, and he was even willing to take the risk. 

Of course, this was completely within reason. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei's strength had reached a bottleneck! 

Moreover, this bottleneck was very awkward! 

To put it bluntly, it was inferior to the top but more than the bottom! 

The gap between Chen Xiaobei and the Supreme divine ancestor was still huge. Without Wang bomb, 

there was no way Chen Xiaobei could defeat the Supreme divine ancestor! 

In comparison, Chen Xiaobei was one level above all opponents below the Supreme divine ancestor 

level! In fact, Chen Xiaobei could even defeat anyone below the Supreme level with his destruction 

superpower! 

Therefore, under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei needed to become stronger! 

He had to either obtain a new trump card or increase his strength. He had to have the ability to fight the 

Supreme divine ancestor! 

But in the real world, everything at the level of a Supreme sacred ancestor was completely restricted by 

the myriad Dao ancestor!𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝔪 

The Supreme holy ancestor, the Supreme Holy Meridian, the Supreme magical treasure, and the 

Supreme sacred artifact! 

Therefore, things at this level had a fixed number, and they were all firmly controlled by a fixed person! 

Therefore, it would be very difficult for Chen Xiaobei to improve in the real world! 

To put it simply, if Chen Xiaobei wanted to have the power to fight the Supreme divine ancestor, he 

would have to go to a realm outside of the real world and seek new opportunities! 

And now, this independent Supreme territory was right in front of Chen Xiaobei. The door was wide 

open! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had discovered that beyond this realm, there was an unprecedented 

opportunity! 

Without a doubt, this would give Chen Xiaobei an unprecedented boost! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei decided to go in without any hesitation! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was also well aware that opportunities and danger often coexisted! 

The greater the opportunity, the greater the danger! 

But in this situation, danger could not change Chen Xiaobei's decision! 



 if I go back now, I won't be able to improve much in the real world. I'll just be wasting my time there!  

"And I'm going to enter the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain sooner or later!" Under the premise 

that there was not much improvement, the degree of danger was actually about the same whether they 

entered later or now! It's better to go in now and save some time!" 

Chen Xiaobei's mind was very calm and clear. 

He was very clear about the pros and cons of the situation. 

In any case, if he stayed outside, it would be difficult for his strength to increase by a large margin. As 

such, staying outside was equivalent to wasting time. 

More importantly, time was of the essence for Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had promised nine hearts turtle ancestor that he would find a way to dispel the 

peeking at the origin! 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor would not give Chen Xiaobei an infinite amount of time! 

In other words, if Chen Xiaobei could not give him a reasonable answer after a while, the nine hearts 

turtle ancestor would not let the matter rest. 

At that time, the nine-hearted turtle ancestor would take back all of his sacred items, or even punish 

Chen Xiaobei severely! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei was still racing against time. He could not afford to waste any time. He had to seize 

every opportunity to get stronger!I think you should take a look at 

Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would have to live in the shadow of the nine hearts turtle ancestor forever! 

If the nine-hearts turtle ancestor sent someone else to search for the 10000 Saint souls, Chen Xiaobei 

would lose his value and he would not have the power to fight against the nine-hearts turtle ancestor. 

Then, he would be a fish on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered by the nine-hearts turtle 

ancestor! 

Chen Xiaobei had wanted to go in, but the situation was forcing him to go in! 

Perhaps, that unprecedented opportunity was the key to solving the current dilemma! 

"It's decided then!" 

Chen Xiaobei was not a wishy-washy person. After weighing the pros and cons, he flew into the 

dimensional rift without hesitation! 

"Whoosh ..." 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei arrived at another dimension. 

The moment he entered, Chen Xiaobei could feel the strong Qi of the myriad Dao ancestor! 

At the same time, a tyrannical and terrifying Supreme pressure was emitted from these QI activities, 

filling the entire space! 



The strength of these 10000 rays of Supreme pressure was enough to instantly intimidate a Supreme 

divine ancestor! 

From this, it could be seen that anyone who barged in without permission would be instantly 

intimidated. They would either submit 100%, or their state of mind would collapse, their spirit would dry 

up, and finally, their soul would be destroyed! 

Of course, under normal circumstances, it was almost impossible for outsiders to break in! 

In fact, if not for the Saint Pan's Supreme divine ancestor creating a power that could hurt the ancestor 

of all DAOs and breaking the spatial wall, Chen Xiaobei would never have found this place! 

There were no skeletons in the surrounding area. It was clear that no one had entered this place! 

Chen Xiaobei was definitely the first person to achieve this! 

 this ... Is this place really the ten thousand DAOs Supreme domain? " 

Although the entire space was filled with the aura of the myriad Dao ancestor ... 

However, Chen Xiaobei was a little shaken by his own judgment. 

This was because this space wasn't actually that big. It was even smaller than the Supreme domain of 

the Supreme Saint ancestor. 

More importantly, there was only a very low-key brick pavement on the ground in the entire space. 

Other than that, there was nothing else! 

There was no majestic palace, nor was there any rich energy. It even looked a little like an empty square 

on earth! 

There was no way Chen Xiaobei could connect a space like this with the ten thousand DAOs Supreme 

territory! 

"No! I can't be careless!" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and thought, " "At the level of the ancestor of all DAOs, he would 

definitely not do meaningless things! Since this space exists, it must have its own value and use!" 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei would not be fooled by appearances. He believed that there must be a hidden 

secret in this plain-looking square! 

"The word" Xuan "means opportunity and fortune!" 

Chen Xiaobei activated the " Black " spell again to find the exact location of the opportunity. 

"Strange ... How did it disappear? Is there really a problem with the "Xuan" word incantation!" 

But this time, Chen Xiaobei did not see the bright spiritual light that he had never seen before. 

This is a scam! 

Chen Xiaobei's brows were tightly knitted together, looking very depressed. 



He immediately turned around and tried to escape from the spatial Rift! 

However, the space crack had already disappeared! 

 


